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A technique is developed here which yields the asymptotic expansion, in 
the two limits h -+ 0+ and h -+ + co, for a class of functions defined by 
integrals 
-m I(A) = 
J 
W)f @I dt 
0 
where h(t) and f(t) are algebraically dominated near both 0+ and + 00. The 
integral I(X) is first expressed as a contour integral of Barnes type through the 
Parseval theorem for Mellin transforms. The integrand is found to involve 
M[h; z] and M[f, 1 - z], the Mellin transforms of h andf evaluated at z and 
1 - z respectively. Under rather general conditions, these Mellin transforms 
can be analytically continued to meromorphic functions in a suitable half plane, 
with poles that can be located and classified. The desired asymptotic expansions 
of I(h) are then obtained by systematically moving the contour of its Barnes 
integral representation to the right for A - + r) and to the left for h -+ O+. 
Each term in either of these expansions is just the residue corresponding to 
a pole of M[h; z]MLf; 1 - z]. Under somewhat stronger conditions, the 
expansions obtained originally for real X are extended to complex X and shown 
valid in appropriate sectors. Several examples are considered to illustrate the 
range of these results. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let f(2) and k(t) be complex-valued locally integrable functions on (0, co) 
and let I(h) denote the integral 
I(X) = jm h(At)f(t) dt (1.1) 
0 
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when it exists. In later sections we shall impose more detailed conditions on f 
and h, but for now we assume only that f and h grow at most algebraically 
near 0+ and +co, and that I(h) is well-defined for large enough A. We may 
regard I(h) as an integral transform off, with kernel h, and will thus write 
W) = fqf; 4 (1.2) 
for this h-transform off. In two previous investigations [IO, 111 we have 
obtained the asymptotic expansion, near 0+ and +co respectively, for two 
other transforms of this type. In this paper, using methods and theorems 
from our earlier work, we shall obtain the asymptotic expansion near +co 
for the given I(h). 
Through the symmetry of our assumptions on f and h, this expansion for 
I(X) near + cc will also contain the expansion near O+. Indeed, if E is a small 
parameter, and if F is the transform of h with kernel .f, then we can inter- 
change the roles off and h, observe that 
d(c) = j"f(,-'u)h(u)du = F[h; c-l], (1.3) " 
and thereby express I(E) in the form (1.1) with large parameter X = c-l. Thus, 
in fact, the results of this paper will yield the asymptotic expansion of an 
integral 
J(4 = jr W'Qf(Q dt (l-4) 
for any real number p, and for s near either 0+ or + co. 
In our preceding paper [l l] we required f to grow at most algebraically 
near Of and found an asymptotic expansion for H[f; A] near +a, with a 
kernel h which decayed exponentially near + 00. In that investigation, unlike 
this one, we saw that functions f could be allowed which grew exponentially 
near +co, but then showed that the expansion for H[f; A] to any O(P), 
would depend only on the behavior off near Of. Thus if h grows at most 
algebraically near O+, then we can force this preceding result into the present 
context; for, since our technique yields an expansion in powers and logarithms 
of A, we obtain the same series after replacing f in H[f; A] by the truncated 
function fi , which is defined through 
f&) = f(t) on (0, 11, = 0 on (1, a) 
fi0) = 0 on (0, 11, =f(t> on (1, ~0). 
(1.5) 
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In our other related paper [lo] we required f to grow at most algebraically 
near +oo, and found the asymptotic expansion near 0+ for its Laplace 
transform 
L[f; s] = jm exp(--st)f(t) dt, 
” 
(14 
that is, for H[f; s] with h(t) = exp(- t). However the kernel exp(-t) 
behaves algebraically near O+, and decays more than algebraically near 
+ co. Hence if f grows at most algebraically near 0+, then the present 
investigation, through the identity (1.3), includes the expansion of L[ f; s] and 
thus includes essentially the results of this previous work. 
Our development relies heavily on properties of Mellin transforms and, 
in particular, on the Parseval theorem for these transforms. We recall that 
the Mellin transforms off and h are defined by the integrals 
M[f; ij = j, @f(t) dt, M[h; .z] =: i: t”-%(t) dt (1.7) 
when these exist; but we wish to avoid hypotheses needed only for the con- 
vergence of such expressions. Thus in Section 2, as in our previous work, we 
shall split f at t = I as shown in (IS), and split h at t = 1 similarly, so that 
the resulting four integrals in (1.7) will converge, each in a suitable half plane. 
Then by further requirements imposed on f and Iz, we shall find that their 
Mellin transforms can be defined by analytic continuation, each again in a 
suitable half plane, even when the integrals (1.7) converge nowhere. 
In Section 3, for large real A, we shall use our techniques to express I(h) 
as a sum of contour integrals, and to displace all the resulting contours to the 
right. Successive terms in the asymptotic expansion of I(A) will then appear 
as residues, and the remainder will again be a contour integral, which we can 
estimate by standard inequalities. We shall find it convenient to enumerate 
special cases in this development according to the behavior off near 0+ 
and that of h near +co, and to dismiss certain cases by reference to our 
preceding paper [I 11. If we assume h to be given, then we shall see, as in our 
treatment of Laplace transforms [lo], that the expression for I(X) separates, 
except when terms coalesce, into a local series and a gZobaZ series. These 
series are so called because the former depends on the asymptotic behavior 
off near O+ while the latter depends on the generalized moments off, that is, 
on the values of M[f, ,z] or its analytic continuation. 
In Section 4, for complex X with large modulus, the preceding results will 
be extended to give expansions valid throughout a sector. In particular, we 
shall find that the growth conditions needed to displace our contours inde- 
finitely are satisfied when h is itself expressible as an integral transform; 
and we shall thus obtain a large family of kernels for which our results hold 
without detailed estimates. Finally in Section 5, to show the range of our 
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theorems, we shall apply them to several examples, including the Hankel 
and generalized Stieltjes transforms [9, p. 2131 which exhibit some of the 
more interesting results. 
Mellin transforms have special importance for our development because 
I(h), through the Parseval theorem, can be expressed as a contour integral 
of the Barnes type [17, Sets. 14.5 and 16.41, so that the powers and logarithms 
of h which we anticipate in its expansion will arise simply as residues of the 
integrand. Moreover, the integrand, being a product of Mellin transforms, 
will be meromorphic in a strip or half plane, so that complex function theory 
will apply to this problem, even though f and h may not be at all smooth. A 
similar function-theoretic method is commonly used to approximate inverse 
Laplace transforms [3, pp. 167-1781, and is known to yield an expansion of 
the form 
C c,,P exp( -rJ). 
Tn.-n 
Thus if we were to anticipate an expansion such as (1.8), rather than one in 
powers and logarithms, then we would expect to use Laplace rather than 
Mellin transforms. The utility of Barnes integral representations has long 
been observed in special cases [21; 241 and has further been pointed out by 
Abramowitz [20, Ex. 91. 
We might further predict the occurrence of Mellin transforms rather than, 
say, Laplace transforms because H[f; X] can be rewritten as a Mellin con- 
volution, i.e., 
fm 4 = [~*g’lhf (4. (1.9) 
Here g = t-lf (t-l) so that its Mellin transform is related simply to that off. 
We point out that the asymptotic expansion of Mellin convolutions is con- 
sidered briefly by Doetsch [6, pp. 131-1341. Many well-known integral 
transforms have the form H[f; h], and some others like the generalized 
Stieltjes transform, can be expressed in this form; but if we should meet an 
integral, such as a Weierstrass transform [19, Chap. 71, which is inescapably 
a Fourier convolution, then we should expect that our techniques may not 
apply. However in treating convolutions of other types one might anticipate 
finding other transforms in a correspondingly central role. 
Results like those of our paper, which obtain the limiting behavior of a 
transform off from that off, are called Abelian theorems; while converse 
results, which recover properties off from those of its transform, are called 
Tauberian theorems. Many results of this type for Laplace, Mellin and 
Stieltjes transforms, yielding anything from a single term to a complete 
series, are collected and proved in standard works [5, pp. 455-504; 6, pp. 29- 
180; 16, pp. 121-148; 18, pp. 180-2331. S ome related theorems for Laplace 
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transforms have been obtained by Beyer and Heller [2] under stronger 
analyticity assumptions; and some analogous theorems for general transforms 
have been obtained recently by Stenger [ 131 through a Tauberian theorem for 
Fourier transforms. Our result is a general theorem of Abelian type for all 
transforms expressible as Mellin convolutions. These include some whose 
form and origin might suggest alternative treatments, such as Fourier sine 
and cosine transforms, but for which our work can be made to yield the 
standard expansion [4, p. 211. Added in pvoof: Results of this type have been 
obtained recently by various other authors [22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 281. 
By considering at length several spaces of generalized functions, Jones [12] 
has proved various general results for integral transforms of such functions; 
and from these in turn he has obtained some expansion theorems as X ---f + XI 
for integrals of the form 
J(h) = j-= h(A; t)f(t) dt. 
0 
(1.10) 
Here the function f is C” except at a finite number of critical points while the 
kernel h, also C”, obeys a family of growth conditions. 
2. CONTINUATION OF MELLIN TRANSFORMS 
Letf(t) and h(t), as before, be complex-valued locally integrable functions 
on (0, co); and let a, 6, c, d be the real numbers given by 
a = sup{r :f(t) = O(P) as t + O+}, 
b = inf(s :f(t) = O(P) as t + +co}, 
c = sup(v : h(t) = O(P) as t---f O+}, 
d = inf{s : h(t) = O(P) as t -+ j-cc}. 
(2-1) 
To obtain the asymptotic expansion of I(h) for X near i-00 by our method, 
we need to define the Mellin transforms off and h in suitable half planes. 
However, we shall assume neither that b < a nor that d < c, though such 
conditions would insure that those transforms, as given by (1.7) converge 
absolutely in --a < Re(z) < --b and -c < Re(z) < -d respectively. 
Instead, we shall define these transforms by analytic continuation, under the 
requirements (2.6) and (2.13) soon to be imposed. 
To accomplish this we first introduce fi and fi as in (I .5), and correspond- 
ingly h, and h, given by 
w = w on (0, I], = 0 on (1, a) 
h,(t) = 0 on (0, 11, = h(t) on (1, co). 
(2.2) 
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Thusf=fi+f,andh=h,+h,. Now by (2.1) the Mellin transforms of 
fi and h, converge absolutely in the following half planes: 
Wfl ; 4 Re(z) > --a 
Wf2 ; 4 Re(z) < --b 
Ml?, ; 4 Re(x) > -c 
MI?, ; ~1 Re(x) < -d 
(2.3) 
In their respective half planes of absolute convergence, these transforms are 
holomorphic by standard theorems [18, pp. 246-2491. Moreover, let g be any 
of thesefj and h, , let I be a compact interval in the corresponding half plane, 
and let 
N(g, I; y) = sup{1 Mk; 3 + irll : x E 0 (2.4) 
Then, as we have shown previously [I 1, Lemma 11, N(g, I; y) is absolutely 
continuous and 
lim N(g,I;y) = 0. 
p*m (2.5) 
To obtain needed results on the analytic continuation of M[f,; z], we 
assume that as t + 0+ 
f(t) - exp [ - ye be@] 2 b,,tam(log t>“, 
I!=0 ?78,7&=0 
(2.6) 
where LY, b < 0, Re(b!) 3 0 for all 8, Re(a,) 7‘ +co as m + co, and 
{n : b,, # 0} is finite for each m. Then the results given here without proof 
as Lemma 1 are obtained in our earlier work [l 1, Theorem I] except for the 
slightly improved estimate in (2.8), which is obtained by the PhragmCn- 
Lindelijf theorem for a strip [14, Section 5.651. 
LEMMA la. If Re&) > 0 for any 8 < 0$3 then a = +cq and M[f,; x] 
is absolutely convergent, hence holomorphic, on the entire x plane. Furthermore, 
if I is any compact interval and N( fi , I; y) is defined by (2.4), then 
lim N(f, , I; y) = 0. 
y+*tm (2.7) 
LEMMA 1 b. If Re(be) = 0 for all 8, but b, # 0 for some 8, then a = Re(a,), 
and M[f,; z] can be analytically continued to a holomorphic function on the 
entire z plane. Furthermore, ;f I = [x1 , x2] is any compact interval with 
x1 + a < 0 then 
N(f, , I; Y) = (I y I(=l+a)‘ol) as y-+&co. (2.8) 
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LEMMA 1 c. If be = 0 for all C < or//3 then a = Re(a,), and M[ fi; z] can 
be analytically continued to a meromorphic function on the entire z-plane, with 
a pole corresponding to each exponent a, in (2.6) and having singular part 
-pm r(n+ l) (-2 - ur,,)n+l . 
Furthermore, if I is any compact interval, then 




BY (2.3), wfi; I .z is already holomorphic for Re(z) < -b, so that we can 
define M[f; ,z] in this same half plane by 
MM 4 = Jwi; 4 + Wf,; 4. (2.11) 
Thus M[f; z] will satisfy Lemma la, lb or lc according as M[ fi; z] does 
since by (2.5) 
lim N(f, , I; y) = 0. .$+*a 
(2.12) 
Also, M[f; 1 - z] will be defined for Re(z) > 1 + b with analogous prop- 
erties. 
To obtain needed results on the analytic continuation of M[h, , s] we 
assume that as t--f + co 
e<ytcs 
h(t) - exp - -& cpe 1 f %??P=(l% 9” (2.13) m,n=o 
where y, S > 0, Re(q) >, 0 for all /, Re(d,) J --co as m --f co, and 
i n : c,, j; 0) is finite for each m. Then the results given here without proof 
as Lemma 2 are obtained for h, just as Lemma 1 is proved forfr . 
LEMMA 2a. If Re(q) > 0 for any & < r/8, then d = - co, and M[h,; z] 
is absolutely convergent, hence holomorphic, on the entire z-plane. Furthermore, 
if I is any compact interval and N(hz , I; y) is defined by (2.4), then 
Jjym N(h, ,Z;y) = 0. (2.14) 
LEMMA 2b. If Re(q) = 0 for all 8, but ce % 0 for some f, then d = Re(d,), 
and M[h,; z] can be analytically continued to a holomorphic function on the entire 
xplune. Furthermore, if I = [x1 , xz] is any compact interval with x2 + d =; 0 
then 
N(h, , I; y) = (1 y ICSz+‘) as y-t&CO. (2.15) 
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LEMMA 2c. If c{ = 0 JOY all 8 < LX//$ then d = Re(d,), and M[h,; X] can 
be analytically continued to a meromorphic function on the entire z plane, with 
a pole corresponding to each exponent d, in (2.13) and having singular part 
+ f c,J(n + 1)/(--z - d,)n+l. 
Tk=O 
Furthermore, if I is any compact interval, then 
;%o Whz , I; y) = o. 
(2.16) 
(2.17) 
BY (2.3), JW,; 1 z is already holomorphic for Re(z) > -c, so that we can 
define M[h; z] in this same half plane by 
M[h; z] = M[h,; z] + M[h,; z]. (2.18) 
Thus M[h; zz] will satisfy Lemma 2a, 2b or 2c according as M[h,; X] does, 
since by (2.4) 
lim N(h, , I; y) = 0. 
y+*tao (2.19) 
Therefore &I[fi 1 - z] and M[h; z] are both defined for 
Re(z) > max[l + b, -cl, 
and their behavior in this half plane will be found to characterize the desired 
asymptotic expansion. 
The division at t = 1 introduced by (1.5) and (2.2) is particularly conve- 
nient in proving Lemmas lc and 2c; but clearly the same result would be 
obtained through dividing f and h at any to > 0, or even through the use of 
an appropriate Van der Corput neutralizer [4, p. 241. Thus these extended 
Mellin transforms may in fact be computed in various ways, such as through 
definitions (2.11) and (2.18) or through analytic continuation in a parameter 
from convergent integrals [lo, Example 4.21. 
3. EXPANSION THEOREMS FOR REAL h 
Under assumptions (2.6) and (2.13) on the functions f and h of Section 2, 
but with no restrictions on the parameters a, b, c, d of (2.1), we have defined 
the Mellin transforms Nl[f; z] and M[h; x m suitable half planes by analytic ] . 
continuation. We wish now to generate the asymptotic expansion near + co 
for the h-transform 
I(h) = H[f; A] = lrn h(ht)f(t) dt, (3.1) 
0 
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having remarked earlier that this yields the asymptotic expansion, near either 
0+ or + co, for the formally larger class of integrals (1.4). To insure that 
h(ht)f(t) shall be integrable near both 0+ and + co, hence that I(A) shall be 
absolutely convergent for sufficiently large (or small) A, we assume hereafter 
that 
a+c>-1, b+d<-1, (3.2) 
which implies that a, c # ---co and that b, d # +co. However, if one or 
both of the inequalities (3.2) are replaced by equalities, then sometimes the 
results which follow may still be obtained through an integrating factor [lo, 
Eq. (3.4); 11, Eq. (3.18)]. 
Through the functionsfi defined by (1.5) and h, defined by (2.2) we intro- 
duce 
M4 = j” hc(Wf&> dt (3.3) 
0 
for j, Iz = 1, 2; so that if all I&) converge then 
(3.4) 
We first find by inspection the exact result. 
4d4 = 0 for-h 3 1, (3.5) 
which we expect to recover asymptotically along with results for the other 
I&). We then remark by (2.4) that in the following domains Dik , which are 
all nonvoid by (3.2), the respective transform pairs M[f; 1 - z] and 
M[h,; z] are absolutely convergent. 
Transform Pair Domain Dj,c 
M[fi ; 1 - z] and M[h, ; z] -c < Re(z) < 1 + a 
M[f, ; 1 - z] and M[hz ; z] Re(z) < min[l + a, --d] 
M[f, ; 1 - z] and M[h, ; z] max[l -+ b, -cl < Re(z) 
(3.6) 
M[fi ; 1 - z] and M[h, ; z] 1 + b < Re(z) < -d 
To abbreviate the statements and proofs of the following theorems, we 
define for j, k = I,2 the functions 
G&z) = M[f, ; 1 - z] M[h, ; z] 
G(z) = M[f; 1 - i] M[h; z] 
(3.7) 
409/35/z-‘2 
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Then by (3.6), each GjB(z) is holomorphic in the corresponding domain Djk , 
but by Lemmas 1 and 2 each Gj,(z) is holomorphic or meromorphic in a right 
half plane including Di, . Thus (2.11) and (2.18) imply 
(3.8) 
at least for Re(z) > max[l + b, -cl, so that (3.4) and (3.11) below yield 
an expansion of I(h). 
THEOREM 1. For any j, k = 1, 2 suppose that there exists a real number 
p in Dj, for which either M[fj; 1 - p - iy] or &‘[h,; p + iy] is in 
a?(--co <~<+a). Then 
I&) = (%i)-l sI;;I A-*Gik(z) dX. (3.9) 
Suppose further that there exists q 3 p for which 
sup{1 Gjk(x + +)I : P < x < 4) + 0 as y-+&co (3.10) 
and for which Gjk(q + iy) isinL.l(--m <y < +co). Then 
444 = p<R~zl <g Res{--h-zGk(x)) + @W /I]:: X-zGjk(z) dz 
(3.11) 
and the last integral is O(h-g) as h -+ co. 
Proof. We observe that for h > 0 
and 
1 A-2-ir [ = pz (3.12) 
s 
m t”-lh,(ht) dt = h-ZM[hk ; z] 
0 
(3.13) 
Hence, by hypothesis, (3.13) is integrable on Re(z) =p. Thus we obtain 
(3.9) by the Parseval theorem for Mellin transforms [15, Theorem 421, and 
(3.11) by displacing the contour, as permitted by our assumptions since the 




h-“G,,(WzI <~-g~;aIG,&+tiWy. (3.14) 
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Remark. For Ii,,(h) 11 a residue terms vanish in (3.1 l), since by (3.6) G,,(x) 
is holomorphic for Re(z) >, p. Moreover for any q > p, G,,(z) satisfies (3.10), 
so that if G,,(q + iy) is inLl(--- < y < +co) for arbitrarily large q then 
I&i) = O(XP) as LfCC (3.15) 
for arbitrarily large q, as we anticipated in (3.5). 
Having required h in Section 2 to satisfy (2.13), and distinguished three 
cases in Lemma 2 for the coefficients ce , we shall now divide our principal 
theorems according to the same possibilities for h. The results for the case in 
which Re(ce) > 0 for some L will be stated without proof as Theorem 2, since 
they have been obtained in our previous paper [I 1, Theorem 31. In Theorem 3 
we shall expand I(A) when all Re(c!) = 0 but some c, f 0, and in Theorem 4 
we shall expand I(X) when all C~ = 0. Hypotheses (3.18), (3.21) and (3.25) in 
these theorems will sometimes follow directly from Lemmas 1 and 2, but 
must otherwise be established through additional smoothness assumptions on 
f and h, as in our previous paper [ll, Lemmas 3 and 41. However, for conve- 
nience in treating complex A, a stronger condition which implies these special 
hypotheses will be stated in Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 2. Let f andh satisfy (3.2), (2.6) and (2.13) with some Re(ce) > 0, 
or more generally let h satisfy 
h(t) = O[exp(- c,,tv)] as t--t+cO (3.16) 
for some positive constants c0 and y, so that M[h; x] is absolutely convergent for 
Re(x) > -c. Let there exist q in (-c, 1 + a) and r >, q fog which 
Gll(r + iy) + G,,(Y + iy), and either M[h; q + iy] or M[f,; 1 - q - iy], 
are in L1(- co <y < co). 
(a) If some Re(b,) > 0, so that M[f,; 1 - z] is absolutely convergent on the 
entire x plane, then 
I(h) = (2&-l S:ylI ~-%,(4 + W41 dz. 
(b) If all Re(be) = 0 but some b! # 0, and if 
sup{\ G,,(x + iy) + G& + iy)l : 4 < x < r> - 0 
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(C) If aZZ be = 0 then 
44 = c Res{-A-“M[h; z] M[f, ; 1 - a]} 
u<Re(z) CT 
(3.19) 
where any residues which appear must arise from poles of M[ fi; 1 - z]. 
(d) The integral in (3.17) and (3.19) is 0(X-‘) as X -+ +a, so that ;f the 
above assumptions holdfor arbitrarily large r, then (a), (b) or (c)yields an infnite 
asymptotic expansion for I(h). 
Proof. See [I 1, Theorem 31. 




)<s X--l-- Johns go (“j) (-log A)i M’“-VG 1 + GJ, 
(3.20) 
where Mtn)[h; z] = (d/dx)n M[h; z]. Hence if Theorem 2 holds for arbitrarily 
large r, then (3.19) yields an expansion in powers and logarithms of A, in 
which the coefficients reflect local properties off, namely the constants b,nn 
from (2.6), and global properties of h, namely the generalized moments 
M[h; 1 + a,] and th eir derivatives. Thus any logarithms in the expansion 
of I(A) near + cc will reflect logarithms in the expansion off(t) near O+. 
THEOREM 3. Let f and h satisfy (3.2), (2.6) and (2.13) with all Re(c!) = 0 
but some ce # 0. For each j, k = 1, 2 let there exist a real p( j, k) in the 
domain Dilc speciJied by (3.6) f or which either IM[f, ; 1 - p( j, k) -iy] or 
ML&; p(j, k) + ill is in Ll(--CQ < y < a). Also let there exist 
q 3 max[l + b, -cl and r 2 q for which G(r + iy) and all G&I + z$) are 
in L1(-c0 <y < +co). 
(a) If some bc # 0 and if 
sup{/ G(x + iy)l : q < x < rf+O 
sup{1 Gik(x + iy)l : Aj, k) < x < d---t 0 
E ‘,I =“m (3.21) 
for all Gjk , (it holds already for G,,(z) by (2.5)), then 
I(X) = (2779-l f-:1 tFG(z) dz (3.22) 
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(b) If all be = 0 and if (3.21) holds for k = 2, (it holds already for k = 1 
by (2.10)), then 
I(X) r= c Res{--h-ZG,,(a)} 
~(l,l) iRe(z) <a 
+ c Res{ -PG,,(z)) 
?G2) t ReW <n 
+ Q<Rs’) iT Res{--XFG(z)] + (2ni)-r /‘+iW h-“G(z) dz, (3.23) 
r--iaj 
where any residues which appear must arise from poles of M[ fi; 1 - z]. 
(c) The integral in (3.22) and (3.23) is O(h-‘) as h ---f + co, so that ;f the 
above assumptions hold for arbitrarily large r, then (a) or (b) yields an infinite 
asymptotic expansion for I(h). 
Proof. These results all follow from (3.4) and (3.8) by shifting the contour 
of (3.11) to the right and then bounding the integral of (3.22) and (3.23) as in 
Theorem 1. By Lemmas 1 and 2b, if some be # 0, then all M[fj; 1 - a] and 
M[h,; ,z] are holomorphic in the relevant half planes, while if all be = 0 then 
M[f,; 1 - z] and M[h,; z], k = 1, 2 are holomorphic in the relevant half 
planes. 
Remarks. If in Theorem 3 all b! = 0, then by (2.9) the third sum in (3.23) 
can be written in the form (3.20), and the first two sums can be written simi- 
larly. Hence if Theorem 3 holds for arbitrarily large r, then (3.23) also yields 
an infinite asymptotic expansion in powers and logarithms of h, whose coef- 
ficients again reflect local properties off and global properties of h. Thus any 
logarithms in the expansion of I(X) near + co will reflect logarithms in the 
expansion off(t) near O+. 
THEOREM 4. Let f and h satisfy (3.2), (2.6) and (2.13) with all c, = 0. For 
each j, k = 1, 2 let there exist a real p( j, k) in the domain Di, specified by (3.6) 
for which either M[fj; 1 - p(j, k) - iy] or M[h,; p(j, k) + iy] is in 
L1(- CC < y < + co). Also let there exist q 2 max[l + 6, -cl and r 3 q 
for which G(r + iy) and all GjL(q + iy) are in L1(- CC < y < 1-a). 
(a) If some Re(b() > 0 then 
I(h) = c Res(--X-zG,2(z)} 
P(V) iRe(z) ~4 
t c Res(--X-*G,,(z)} 
~(2,2) <Reta) <P 
+ RtRzz) iT Res{--h-ZG(4) + (2+l [I:), h-“G(z) dz, 
where any residues which appear must arise from poles of M[h,; z]. 
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(b) If all Re(b,) = 0 but some b, # 0, and if 
sup{lG(x+iy)l:p<x<r}+O 
for j = 1, (it holds already for j = 2 by (2.17)), then I(h) again sutiees (3.24). 
(c) If all bt = 0, then 
I(4 = c c Res{ --h-“Gi,(z)) 
(i,k) #(2,1) ~(~,Jc) tRe(z) ia 
+ 4<R~s)l;l R4--X-W)) + (2773F fyi:: h-W4 dx (3.26) 
where the residues now come from both M[ fi; 1 - x] and M[h,; z]. 
(d) The integral in (3.24) and (3.26) is O(F) us h -+ co, so that if the ubooe 
assumptions hold for arbitrarily large r, then (a), (b) or (c) yieZds an in$nite 
asymptotic expansion for I(h). 
Proof. These results follow similarly to those of Theorem 3. By Lemmas 1 
and 2c, if some be # 0, then M[h,; z] and M[fj; 1 - x] for j = 1, 2 are 
holomorphic in the relevant half planes, while if all be = 0 then only M[h,; z] 
and M[f,; 1 - z] are holomorphic in the relevant half planes. 
Remarks. As before, if Theorem 4 holds for arbitrarily large r, then (3.24) 
and (3.25) yield infinite asymptotic expansions in powers and logarithms of h. 
Moreover, we can usually take q not only greater than max[l + b, -cl, 
as specifically assumed, but also to the left of all poles of G(z), so that only 
poles of the individual Gik(z) from the region where G(z) has not been defined 
will contribute terms to the expansions (3.24) and (3.26). However, if all 
bt = 0 and if q is chosen as just described, then in (3.24) and (3.26) any 
residues of G,, must arise from poles of M[f,; 1 - X] and any residues of 
G,,(z) must arise from poles of M[h,; z]. Thus the sum containing G,,(z) will 
be similar to (3.20), and the sum containing G,,(z) will be similar to (3.20) 
with f and h interchanged. 
Of course, if all b! = 0 then, despite the choice of q, the sums containing 
G,,(z) and G(z) will involve poles of both M[fi; 1 - z] and M[h,; z], and 
will thus reflect both local and global properties of both f and h. In particular, 
if 1 + a, + d, is never zero, so that no poles of these two transforms coincide, 
and if c,, = b,% = 0 for n > 0, so that no logarithms appear in (2.6) and 
(2.13), then the last sum in (3.26) can be written 
c A+““b,,M[h; 1 + a,] 4 c XdmcmOMlf; 1 + d,]. 
u<ReU+a,) ir q<Re(-d,,,E,)<r 
(3.27) 
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On the other hand, if poles of these two transforms do coincide, then the 
series for I(h), by virtue of this coalescence, will include logarithmic terms 
even though (2.6) and (2.13) have none. 
In particular problems the assumptions of Theorems 2, 3 and 4 can often 
be verified either through inspection of the required Mellin transforms, or 
through known properties of Fourier transforms, e.g. [I 1, Lemma 31. How- 
ever, for our prospective generalization to complex A, it will prove convenient 
in the next theorem to give stronger and simpler hypotheses from which the 
same conclusions follow. 
THEOREM 5. Let f and h satisfy (3.2), (2.6) and (2.13), with any admissible 
values c, . Also, for each x in a set X of real numbers intersecting each Dj, and 
including arbitrarily large positive values, either let M[fj; 1 - x - iy] for 
j = 1, 2, or let M[h,; x + iy] for k = 1, 2, be o( 1 y 1~“) for arbitrarily large n 
asy-t&m. Then in Theorems 2 through 4 the assumptions, and hence the 
conclusions. are valid in all cases. 
Proof. If xi and x2 are any two real numbers such that either 
M[ fj; 1 - CC! - iy] or M[h,; x, + iy] for 8 = 1, 2 is o(\ y 1~“) for arbitrarily 
large n as y + *co, then the same estimate holds uniformly on 
xi < Re(z) .( xa by the PhragmCn-Lindelof theorem for a strip [14, Section 
5.651. Hence the stated properties of set X yield all the assumptions of Theo- 
rems 2 through 4. 
4. EXPANSION THEOREMS FOR COMPLEX A 
Under the assumptions of Theorems 2 through 4, or the stronger assump- 
tions of Theorem 5, we have obtained an asymptotic expansion of I(h) for 
large positive h and thus, through (1.3), an expansion of I(h) for small positive 
X as well. In some problems [ 11, Example 4.21 no better result can be expected, 
but in practice the resulting series may often be valid in some sector of the 
complex h-plane. In this section we therefore obtain first a “sectorial” 
expansion from growth conditions placed on our Mellin transforms, and then 
develop conditions on f and h sufficient for the applicability of these results. 
The assumptions now to be required are all stronger than those of Theorem 5. 
THEOREM 6. Let f and h satisfy (3.2), (2.6) and (2.13) with any admissible 
values c, . Also, for each x in a set X of real numbers intersecting each Dj, and 
including arbitrarily large positive values, either let M[ fj , 1 - x - iy] for 
j=1,2orletM[h,;x+iy]forh=1,2beO[exp(-~IB,yj)]asy-tfoo 
for some f$ > 0. (We are guaranteed by assumptions (2.6) and (2.13) that these 
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transforms can grow at worst algebraically as y -+ &co). Then with no further 
assumptions, the results of Theorems 2 through 4 hold as / h 1 -+ co in the sector 
defined by 1 arg(A)j < 0, . 
Proof. If h is complex and if 4 = arg(h), then (3.12) is no longer true and 
must be replaced by 
(4.1) 
Consider now the functions X-e-i~GjK(~ + iy), defined by (3.1), as y -+ f cc 
with x fixed in X. If A is such that 14 ] < 0, , then these functions are all 
o(/ y 1-n) for arbitrarily large 71 and hence the desired result follows from 
Theorem 5. Moreover for each r in X (whence also between the points of X) 
the remainder integral of Theorems 2 through 4 has the finite bound 
/ ,:I, X-"G@) dx 1 < I h I-+ j"", e14rl 1 M[h; r + iy] iVi[fi 1 - r - iy]i dy. 
(4.2) 
Unless M[f, 1 - z] and M[h; ] x are explicitly known, the growth condi- 
tion required in Theorem 6 for these transforms may be somewhat harder 
to verify than the assumptions (2.6), (2.13) and (3.2); since the growth con- 
dition is imposed in a region where the defining integrals for both transforms 
may not converge. Furthermore we can exhibit a function h (or alternatively 
a function f) which meets the assumptions of Theorem 5 but not those of 
Theorem 6. Indeed if 
(--P log3 t)-1/2 exp( l/log t), h(t) = lo, O<t<1, 1 < 4 (4.3) 
then we have 
M[h; x] = exp(- 2zA2) (4.4) 
which is obtained by setting t = exp(-u) and observing that M[h; z] is a 
well-known Laplace transform. Thus it is useful to have more immediately 
applicable criteria for the validity of Theorem 6. 
We shall develop here criteria only for the kernel h, since those for the 
function f may then be obtained by symmetry. Thus we note intitially that in 
proving Theorem 6 it is sufficient to require that h(t) be locally integrable on 
(0, to), that M[h; z] be analytically continuable to a meromorphic function in 
Re(z) > some x,, , and that 
Wk x + @I = O[exp(- I4,~ I>1 (4.5) 
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as y -+ -&:co for all x > x,, and for some 8, > 0. (The assumption of con- 
tinuability replaces (2.13), and the estimate (4.5) makes the growth conditions 
on M[f, 1 - a] unnecessary). We now denote by K(x, ,6,) the set of all 
kernels h which satisfy these requirements and collect in the following 
lemma useful closure properties of this set. 
LEMMA 3. If h(t) is in K(x, 19), then 
(a) rh(t) E K(x, e) for any complex Y, 
(b) h(rt) E K(x, 6) for any Y > 0, 
(c) h(F) E K(rx, e/r) for any r > 0, 
(d) t%(t) E K(x - r, 0) for any real r. 
If h,(t) is in K(Xj , e,) for j = 1, 2 and if M[h,; TX] converges ubsoZuteZy in a 
strip Sj to the right of xi, then 
(e> h,(t) + h,(t) E W=[x, ,x21, min(4 , e,]), 
(0 h,(t) h,(t) E K(x, + xz 3 min[0,, O,]) provided that h,h, is Zocufly 
integrable. 
Proof. We obtain (a), (b), (c) and (d) by b o vious changes of variable and 
observe that (e) follows from 
M[h, + h,; z] = M[h,; x] + M[h,; z]. (4.6) 
In proving (f) we note first, by arguments like those for (2.3), that the integral 
for M[h,h,; z] will converge in the strip S, + S, = {zr + x2 : xj E Sj>. To 
motivate what follows, we observe that no expansion at $-co has been 
assumed for h, and h,; but that if a form (2.13) were given for each hj , then 
the resulting M[h,h,; z] could be analytically continued by Lemma 2 to a 
meromorphic function in a suitable right half plane, with poles only at 
points wr + w, where each wj is a pole of the corresponding M[h,; z]. 
Now for any point z in the strip S, + S, there exists some real r in the 
strip (x - S,) n S,; and for any such z and r we have 
M[hh, ; 21 = (2ni)-l j:yLI M[h, ; z - W] M[h, ; W] dw (4.7) 
by another Parseval theorem for Mellin transforms [15, p. 521. However for 
any z in the right half plane including S, + S, , except (as anticipated) the 
points wr + w2 noted previously, we can now define M[h,h,; z] by a general- 
ized integral (4.7). That is, we can generalize the contour of (4.7) to a recti- 
fiable curve C in the w-plane whose extremities run parallel to the imaginary 
axis, but whose middle section separates the poles of M[h,; z - w] from 
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those of M[/zs; w]. Since the estimate (4.5) is valid for (d/da) M[h,; a] by the 
Cauchy integral formula, we can differentiate under the integral (4.7) and 
thereby show that this integral is analytic near each admissible a. Thus we 
can analytically continue M[h,h,; a] into the desired right half plane by the 
usual chain process, and show readily that the excluded points wi + ws can 
be no worse than poles. 
Ifs is an arclength parameter on C, then both M[h,; .a - w] and M[h,; w] 
are continuous in s, so that 
1 M[hj; w(s)]1 < const. exp[- e, 1 s I] 
for j = 1, 2 and all real s. Hence if t9 = min[e, , es] then by (4.7) 
(4.8) 
) M[h,h, ; x + iy(s)]I < const. 
s 
m exp[---8 1 s - t I - e I t I] dt, 
--m 
(4.9) 
and the last integral, which can be evaluated explicitly, is O[exp(- f3 1 s I)] 
and thus O[exp(- t9 I y I)]. 
The next few results generate specific functions h which lie in some 
K(x, 0). In particular, Lemma 4 yields a family appropriate for the kernels 
treated in Theorem 2, while Lemma 5 yields a family appropriate for the 
kernels treated in Theorems 3 and 4. These lemmas imply that Theorem 6 
holds whenever the kernel h is itself an integral transform of the type con- 
sidered in our preceding paper, such as, for example, a Laplace transform. 
To abbreviate our arguments, for any 0, > 0 we define the “punctured” 
sector 
s(b) = {t : t f 0, I arg(t)I G e,h (4.10) 
and for any complex-valued function h on this sector S(e,,) we define the 
bound 
qh, eo; R) = SUP{/ h(R exp(ie))I : 1 e 1 G e,j. (4.11) 
LEMMA 4. Let h(t) be a complex-valued function dejined and analytic on 
some sector S(t9,) and let 
B(h, f+ ; R) = O(Rc) as R-+0+ 
B(h, 0, ; R) = o(R-la) as R-+++co 
(4.12) 
for some 0, in [0, I&], some real constant c, and all positive n. Then M[h; z] 
is holomorphic in Re(z) > -c, and h is in K(- c, 0,). 
Proof. This is a slight specialization of a result in our preceding paper 
[II, Lemma 41. 
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Added in proof. Recently N. Bleistein has pointed out to us that the 
following theorem can be proved by extending slightly an argument in our 
previous paper [ 11, Lemma 41: In a sector S(&) suppose that (i) h(t) is analytic, 
(ii) h(t) = O(P) for some real c as j t j + 01, and (iii) 
h(t) - exP[-~(Ol c 1 %&Yog 9” as ItI+co. 
m=o n=o 
If also 4(t) =r 0 then h is in K(-Re(c), 0,) while if 4(t) has form 
4(t) = E c,ty r,>r,> ... >r,>o, WC,) > 0, 
m=O 
then h is in K(-Re(c), 8,) where B. = min[8, , (rr - 2 arg(co))/2ro]. 
LEMMA 5. Let f*(t) be a complex-valued locally integrable function on 
(0, 00) such that f *(t) satisfies (2.6) as t --f O+, and such that 
f*(t) = O[exp(&)] (4.13) 
as t --f 00 for some real 01 and positive p. Let h*(t) be a complex-valued function 
holomorphic on some sector S(b,) with B. > 0, and such that 
B(h*, B. ; R) = O[exp(+?P)] (4.14) 
as R + + co for some positive ,6 and the same p. Also, given 
a* = sup{p : f *(t) = O(P) as t--f 0+} 
C* = SUP{~; B(h*, B. ; R) = O(Rp) as R -+ O+}, 
(4.15) 
let 
a* + c* > -1. (4.16) 
(a) If ho(t) is the integral 
h,(t) = i; h*(tu) f *(u) du (4.17) 
for any positive t, < co, then h,(t) is defined and holomorphic on S(0,) with 
C* < SUP(~ : B(h, ,8,; R) = O(Rp) as R -+ 0+} (4.18) 
and ho is in K(-c*, 0) for any positive 0 < 8, . 
(b) If h(t) is the integral 
h(t) = j-1 h*(tu) f *(u) du (4.19) 
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then h(t) is defined and holomorphic on S(tJ,,) for large enough 1 t / . Moreover 
if h(t) can be analytically continued to a holomorphic function on some sector 
S(t3,) with 0 < 0, \( ~9, and if 
c** = sup{p : B(h, &; R) = O(RP) as R--t 0+} (4.20) 
for this continuation, then h is in K(max[-c*, -c**], 0) for any positive 
f3 < 0, and q?, . 
Proof of Lemma 5a. For any a < a* and c < c* with a + c > - 1 there 
exist, by (4.14) and (4.15), positive K, M and E such that 
If *@)I < Kt” in O<t<e, 
and (4.21) 
I h*(t)1 < M I t Ic throughout S&J. 
Thus, on S(&), h,(t) is well-defined and 
1 h,(t)1 < M I t lc 11 uc If *(u)l du < const. 1 t Ic. (4.22) 
Moreover h,(t) can be expressed as a sum of integrals 




In(t) = J t-exp(-npl) h*W f *(4 du 
0 
in which the In(t) are clearly holomorphic on S(e,). But on each subset 
within S(6),) of form 0 < 7r < / t 1 < 7s , this sum is uniformly convergent, 
since if we choose n large enough so that to exp(- n) < E, and if we put 
y = exp(- a - c - l), then we find 
I W>I G KM I t 1’ /z;;;;Il, ZP+~+~ du < const.[y” - r”+l]. (4.24) 
0 
Finally, if 
fo*(t) = f *w on (0, toI, 
0 on (to , a> 
(4.25) 
= 
then by Fubini’s theorem 
M[ho; z] = M[h*; z] M[fo*; 1 - z] (4.26) 
in -c* < Re(t) < 1 + a*. However by Lemma 4, M[h*; z] is holomorphic 
in Re(z) > -c*, and h is in K(-c*, e,), whereas by Lemma 1, 
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M[f,*; 1 - x] can be analytically continued into this half plane and has at 
most algebraic growth. Thus (4.26) gives the analytic continuation of 
M[h,; z], and this continuation satisfies (4.5) for all positive 0 < 8” . 
Proof of Lemma 5b. If k(t) is the integral 
k(t) = j= h*(tu)f*(u) du (4.27) 
tlJ 
then k(t) is defined and holomorphic on S(e,,) for large enough / t 1 . Thus 
h(t) = h,(t) + k(t) (4.28) 
for large enough 1 t 1 , so that k(t), like h(t), can be analytically continued into 
WI), and 
c*, c”* < sup{p; B(k, el; R) = O(Rp) as R ---f O+->. (4.29) 
However by a previous estimate [1 1, Lemma 21 
k(t) = O[exp(- cx 1 t I*)] as t-+cc in S(0,) (4.30) 
with 01 > 0, so that by Lemma 4, k is in K(max[- c*, - c**], 8,) and thus 
the conclusion follows from Lemma 3e. 
COROLLARY. Let f*(t) be a complex-valued locally integrable function on 
(0, CCI) for which (2.6) holds as t + 0+ and 
f*(t) = O(P) as t-to+- 
f*(t) = O(expW)) as t--t +a 
for some p > - 1 and any real v. Suppose that the integral 
h(t) = L[f *; t] = j,” exp(-tu)f *(u) du 
(4.31) 
can be analytically continued into some S(Q with 0 < 0, < n/2. Then h 
satisfies (2.13) for some admissible cc , and lies in K(x, , 0) for all 8 < 8, and 
< 7~12, where x0 is determined by (4.29). 
Proof. Since h(t) is an integral transform of the type H[f; A] these con- 
clusions follow from Theorem 2 and Lemma 5b. 
For completeness, we summarize this discussion in 
THEOREM 7. Let h be a kernel obtained by the compositions of Lemma 3 
from the functions h of Lemma 4, Lemma 5, and the corollary. Let f be a complex- 
valued locally integrable function on (0, CO) which satis$es (2.6) and (3.2). Then 
h is in K(x, , 0,) for some x0 and t3,, whence if x,, is suficiently small then with 
no further assumptions the results of Theorems 2 through 4 hold as j A / -+ 03 in 
I a&V < 4 . 
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Proof. All these results hold provided that the p(j, K) of Theorems 2 
through 4 can be defined. 
5. EXAMPLES 
In this last section we illustrate some applications of the preceding results. 
As our first example, we use Theorem 7 to generate a number of “good” 
kernels for Theorem 6, that is, kernels which belong to some set K(x, 0) 
as defined just prior to Lemma 3. As our second example we use Theorem 6 
to obtain the asymptotic expansion for a class of transforms, including the 
generalized Stieltjes transform, which have algebraic kernels. Finally, as our 
third example we use Theorem 5 to obtain the asymptotic expansion for the 
Hankel transform, which, like the Fourier transform, has an oscillatory 
kernel. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider any kernel of form 
h(t) = W>/Q(t> (5.1) 
where P(t) and Q(t) are polynomials in t with the degree of Q greater than that 
of P. By expanding P/Q in partial fractions, we can readily see that (5.1) is the 
Laplace transform of a function f *(u) which satisfies all the hypotheses for 
our corollary to Lemma 5. Hence if Q(t) has any zeros t, ,..., t, in Re(t) > 0 
then by this corollary (5.1) is in K(x, 0) for some x and all 
1 0 1 < min{j arg($)l : j = l,..., m}. 
On the other hand, if Q(t) h as zeros only in Re(t) < 0 then by this Corollary 
(5.1) is in K(x, 8) at least for all 1 0 I < n/2. 
In particular, for 0s > 0, let 
h(t) = sin e,/[(t - cos e,y + sin2 e,], (5.2) 
a function of type (5.1) which has simple poles at exp(-J+,). If 8, < 7r/2 
then the corollary predicts that (5.2) is in K(x, 6) for all ] 0 ( < f$, whereas 
the exact result [8, p. 3091 
M[h; z] = T csc 57~ sin[(n - e,) (a - l)] (5.3) 
shows correspondingly that 
JW; 4 = Okxp(- I 00 I>1 as Y-,&=). (5.4) 
If n/2 < 0, < n, SO that (5.2) h as p 1 o es only in Re(t) < 0, then (5.3) and 
(5.4) remain true. Thus direct calculation places (5.2) in K(x, 0) for all 
I B I < 8, , whereas our corollary predicts this only for I 0 I < rr/2. To explain 
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this apparent lack of sharpness, we remark that the corollary to Lemma 5 
imposes minimal assumptions on the function f * whose Laplace transform 
is h, but that the functionf * for this particular h is [8, p. 2291 
f*(u) = exp[u cos B,] sin[u sin es]. (5.5) 
If 7rj2 < 6’, < rr as supposed, then f *( ) u is exponentially decreasing as 
u ---f 4-a; and this additional strong assumption can be used in Lemma 5 
to obtain the direct estimate (5.4). 
Consider next any kernel of form 
h(t) = fi (t + aj)-I' (5.6) 
j=l 
where all / arg(aj)l < 7r and all Re(aj) > 0. To show that (5.6) is a “good” 
kernel for Theorem 6 we need only show this for each factor (t + uj)-“j 
and then use Lemma 3f repeatedly. However by direct calculation, or by the 
corollary to Lemma 5, we can see easily that (t + nj)-aj is in K(xj , 0) for 
some xj and all 1 0 1 < tij = j T - arg(a,)l, whence by Lemma 3f the 
kernel (5.6) is in K(r, 0) for some x and all 1 B / < min(ej :j = l,..., n}. 
In particular, for a > 0, let 
h(t) = (1 + t)-“(a + t)-“. (5.7) 
Then we may conclude by the preceding arguments that (5.7) is in K(x, 0) 
for all 1 0 1 < r. However by standard identities [S, p. 3101 
M[h; x] = [I-(z) qc-i + /3 - z)/dr(cx + p)] F@, z; 01 + p; 1 - a-‘) 
(5.8) 
where F is the hypergeometric function. Thus we may verify our conclusion 
from the known asymptotic behavior of (5.8) [l, Eq. (15.7.2)]. 
We remark finally that the kernel 
h(t) = (P- + u2)-1/2 exp[kt - K(t2 + u2)l12] (5.9) 
is in K(x, 0) for some x and all / 0 1 < ST/~. Indeed (5.9) is the Laplace trans- 
form of 
f*(u) = J&(P + 2kt)q (5.10) 
where Ja is the Bessel function of the first kind; and (5.9) is holomorphic in 
Re(t) > 0, so that B,, = nj2 in the corollary. It is of interest that (5.9) has 
algebraic behavior as t approaches either 0+ or + co, although formally this 
kernel involves an exponential function. 
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EXAMPLE 2. Consider the integral 
I(A) = j- (1 + At)-*(a + At)-Of(t) dt (5.11) 
0 
as X -+ + co. We assume here that 01, /?, and a are all positive, and that I(h) 
exists for large enough A. In particular, when a = 1 we note that I(A) reduces 
to the generalized Stieltjes transform off [9, p. 2331. 
On the function f we need impose only the general conditions (2.6) and 
(3.2) but for simplicity we shall assume further that b < - 1, with b given by 
(2.1), and that 
f(t)- f b,P, as t-+0+ (5.12) 
?lk=O 
with Re(a,) t + co as m-+ co, and Re(u,) > - 1. Then by inspection 
M[f; 1 - a] is holomorphic in the strip 1 + b < Re(z) < 1 + Re(u,), and 
by Lemma lc it can be analytically continued to a meromorphic function 
in the right half plane 1 + 6 < Re(z). For each m = 0, 1, 2,... this continua- 
tion will have a simple pole at x = 1 + a, with singular part 
-bm/(z - 1 - a,). 
From the explicit form just given as (5.8), we find correspondingly that 
M[h; z] is holomorphic in the strip 0 < Re(z) < 01+ /3, and that it can be 
analytically continued to a meromorphic function in the right half plane 
0 < Re(x). For each 7t = 0, 1,2 ,... this continuation will have a simple pole 
at z = 01+ /3 + 11 with singular part 
(-l)“+l m + B + n)W, 01 + B + n; cx + B; 1 - a-9. 
uqz+1)r(ol+/3)(Z-cL-~-n) 
(5.13) 
If we assume also that 1 + II, f 01+ /3 + n for all nonnegative integers m 
and n, so that no poles of M[h; a] coincide with poles of M[f; 1 - z], then 
by Theorem 4c we obtain 
w - 2 k r(1 + a,) I+ + B - 1 - a,) 
m=0 asq, + B> 
x WA 1 + am ; 01 + p; 1 - a-‘) 
+ f (-1)” r(ol+/3+n)MLf;l -a-/3-n] 
n=O hm+B+n a6qn + 1) r(a + B) 
x F(P, 01 + P + n; a + Is; 1 - a-‘) (5.14) 
as h -+ $-co. By Example 1 and Theorem 6 we conclude further that (5.14) 
holds as 1 X 1 -+ co in the sector 1 arg(h)] < 71. If we had allowed 
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1 + a, = CL + /3 + n for some nonnegative integers m and n then, of course, 
we would meet logarithmic terms in expanding I(X). 
The expansion (5.14) simplifies considerably when a II= 1, and becomes 
w - ,, LW f a,) r(p - 1 - a,)/Q) P+‘lm 
+- $ (-1)” r(p + n) Mlf; 1 - p - fi];r(n + 1) r(p) Pi” 
%=a 
(5.15) 
where p = CY + j3. If as a further specialization we set 
f(t) = exp(-l/t) (5.16) 
then by Theorem 4a we may conclude that the first sum in (5.15) will vanish. 
Of course, from the explicit formula 
M[exp(-l/t); z] = r(.z - 1) (5.17) 
we may obtain the same result, since this transform is holomorphic in the 
right half plane Re(x) > 1. Thus the expansion 
i 
m (I + At)-Oexp(-l/t) dt 
0 
- fro C-1)” 4~ + n> G + n - l)jr(n -+ 1) r(p) Ptn (5.18) 
follows from Theorem 4a, and agrees with the known asymptotic expansion 
of the exact result 
s 
5 (1 + ht))p exp(-l/t) dt = r(p - 1) h-l exp(A/2) W,-,+-,,,(h), 
0 (5.19) 
where W,,, is the Whittaker function [17, pp. 339-3431. 
As another special case, consider the integral (5.11) with a = 1, a -+ 6 = p, 
and 
f(t) = I 1 - t I”, 0 < Re(v) < p - 1. (5.20) 
For such values of Y, the Mellin transform off does not exist in the usual 
sense, and must be defined by the analytic continuation process presented in 
Section 2. That is, we introduce the functions fi and fi as defined by (1 S), 
compute the transforms 
M[f, ; 1 - zq = qv + 1) q1 - z)/qJ - z + 2) 
M[f, ; 1 - z] = qv + 1) qx - V - 1)/r(z), 
(5.21) 
4”9/35/2-13 
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and note that they are respectively holomorphic in the disjoint half planes 
Re(z) < 1 and Re(x) > Re(l + v). However M[7[fi; 1 - z] can be analytically 
continued to the entire z plane as a meromorphic function with poles only at 
the positive integers, so that M[fi z] may be defined by (2.11). 
If p is not a positive integer then the resulting expansion will contain no 
logarithms; and indeed by Theorem 4c we find 
+ f (--I”) qn+p-V-l) 
Tl=” Xn+r, W + 1) 
x If [ 
sin ~T(V - p) 
sin 37~ 1 (5.22) 
as 1 h 1 + co in the sector j arg(h)/ < V. If v is a positive integer, so thatf,(t) 
and fi(t) are polynomials, then the first sum in (5.22) will be finite, since 
M[f,; 1 - z] and M[f,; 1 - z] have poles only at z = 1, 2,..., v + 1. If p 
is a positive integer but v is not, then poles of M[f,; 1 - z] coincide with 
poles of M[h; x] at z = p, p + 1, p + 2,... . In this case the expansion will 






where #(z) = F’(z)/~(z). 
EXAMPLE 3. Consider finally the Hankel transform of order v > - Q, 
defined by 
I(X) = jm (At)‘l” J(At)f(t) fit, (5.24) 
0 
for a function f(t) which satisfies the smoothness conditions to be given 
below, and which has an expansion 
f(t) - $, batam as t-+0+, (5.25) 
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with Re(a,) t + 00 as m --f co. Here the kernel h(t) is ~?‘~/,,(t), and 
M[h; z] = 22-1/2r((2~ + 2x + 1)/4)/r((2v - 22 j- 3)/4) (5.26) 
by a standard integral [8, p. 3261. Th us M[h; Z] is continuable to a holo- 
morphic function in Re(z) > - v - 4, and 
A!@; x + iy] = O(l y 1-2) as y-+&m (5.27) 
by a well-known estimate for the gamma function [l, Eq. (6.1.45)]. These 
properties of M[h; .s] are predicted by Lemma 2b, since h(t) as t ---f -+-cc is 
the sum of two expansions (2.13), each with all Re(c/) = 0 but some c, f 0. 
If, as often assumed,f(t) is C” except at a finite number of critical points, 
then the growth conditions of Theorem 4, and thus the conclusions, may not 
be valid. Indeed, by analogy with Fourier transforms, we expect that dis- 
continuities in the derivatives of f(t) at points to > 0 will yield oscillatory 
terms in the asymptotic expansion of Z(X) as X + + co. Such terms are not 
given directly by our technique; but if to > 0 and if h 4 + 00 then the Bessel 
function in I(h) may be replaced by its asymptotic form, the point to may be 
translated to the origin, and the contribution from to may be thereby reduced 
to the contribution from the origin of a Fourier-type integral. Thus, through 
the use of neutralizers [4, p. 241, the problem for suchf(t) may be reduced 
to the expansion of one-sided Fourier and Hankel transforms, each with no 
critical points forf(t) except the origin. All such Fourier transforms may then 
be treated like this Hankel transform, and the expansion thereby obtained 
for a more generalf. 
We might obtain conditions from Lemmas 3-5 under whichI could be 
expanded in a sector, but we shall be content here with an expansion for 
real X. Thus we shall assume specifically (1) thatf(t) is C” on (0, co); (2) that 
Re(a,) > - v - 9; (3) that allf(“J(t) have expansions like (5.25) as t - O+; 
and (4) that all f t%)(t) are O(t-+--<) as t -+ +oo for some E > 0. Assump- 
tions (1) and (4) are implied by the reduction off(t) just obtained through 
neutralizers, while assumption (2) is needed merely for integrability near 0 +. 
Assumption (3) implies [7, p. 211 that the series forf (“j(t) is the n’th derivative 
of the series forf(t), and serves to exclude exponentially small, but rapidly 
oscillating, terms. Assumption (3) is satisfied in particular when f(t) is C” 
at O-t, and when (5.25) is its (not necessarily convergent) Taylor series. From 
these requirements and Theorem 5, we recover immediately the expansion 
I(h) N f (,/A)““, 2-1/2b,r((2v + 2a, + 3)/4)/r((2~ - 2a,, + 1),‘4) 
TIC=0 (5.28) 
once we have shown that M[f, 1 - ,z] obeys the needed growth conditions. 
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However, to establish for all 71, as required, that M[f; 1 - x - +] is 
o(I y I-“) as y + & co, we may take any R > Re(a,) and let 
fk(t) = exp(-P) C &P” 
Reta,) <k 
Tk(t) = f@> - fk@> 
(5.29) 
Then n/r[fk; 1 - z] can be explicitly evaluated in terms of gamma functions, 
and is exponentially decreasing as y -+ *co for any fixed X. Moreover 
yk(t) is O(tk) as t + Of, so that M[yk; 1 - x] is absolutely convergent in 
- 1 - c < Re(z) < 1 + k, and 
M[r,; 1 -x - zjq = jIrn exp(u - XU) r,(exp(u)) exp( -zju) du 
(5.30) 
This last integral is the Fourier transform of a C” function all of 
whose derivatives vanish exponentially as u ---f &co, so that finally 
M[rk; 1 - x - iy] is o(I y I-“) for all n as y ---f &cc by a standard theorem 
for Fourier transforms [7, p. 471. 
Iff(t) is merely C” for some finite n then I(h) can still be expanded by our 
method. However in this case, as expected, the integral (4.2) will not converge 
for arbitrarily large Y, so that we would obtain only a finite expansion of I(X) 
plus a remainder, rather than the full infinite expansion (5.28). 
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